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: Daily Vehicle Safety Inspection

1. A daily Safety Inspection
is required by Federal
Motor Carrier Safety
Regulations. In a timely
manner you need to
identify all the critical
items and perform the
necessary inspections.

2.► a) On a CDL Test point to
or touch each part and
identify two or three likely
defects on the driver side
of the vehicle. For a few
parts as the water pump
alternator, fuel tank and
exhaust you need to
walk over to the other
side.

b) On the passenger side
after, walking around the
rear of the trailer, on the
CDL test you only need
to inspect, but can
mention anything you
have forgotten or
something that is unique to the passenger side - for
example: a side trailer door.

3. There is no “right way” to inspect a truck as each vehicle is
different and each operation is different. Use and follow any
Safety Inspection checklists/training your company provides.
Do not attempt to do the Safety Inspection from memory.
Always do the safety inspection the same way every time.
Inspecting the vehicle is a legal matter, a safety matter and a
Commercial Driver License (CDL) obligation.
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The most frequent question asked by the new driver is when does the
condition of the vehicle (or load) merit not driving any further due to major or
serious faults; when may a vehicle be driven to a repair facility; and when is a
vehicle roadworthy even though it may harbor minor faults?

The simplest answer might be the one provided by a retired Arizona DOT
inspector with over twenty years of truck inspections: “Inspect to fail.”

Inspect to fail means to give as thorough an inspection as possible
looking for all of a vehicle’s present safety defects or faults. Inspect to fail means if
a part, component or system on a vehicle (or the driver) does not meet, or fails to
meet the standards in the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations, (FMCSRs)
49 CFR Part 393 Parts and Accessories Necessary for Safe Operation, then
the vehicle is not roadworthy and should not be driven.

Keep in mind that the FMCSRs are the MINIMUM safety standards. The
North American Standard Inspection standards and “Uniform Out-of-Service
Criteria” of the Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA) are similar to, but, are
NOT part of the FMCSRs and are directed at law enforcement officers, for law
enforcement officers, by law enforcement officers. Law enforcement needs to
decide if you will be ticketed and allowed to drive on to repair the defect or fault, or
if you will have to be towed to the shop or have a service vehicle do a field repair.
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The standards used in this manual are for training purposes only and
are based on a NO-GO or GO status.

“GO” in this manual means based on the driver’s
observations, the vehicle being inspected has not been found
to show any NO-GO faults.

“NO-GO” in this manual means some part, component
or system of the vehicle is in a “fault” condition and the
vehicle may not be operated until the fault is examined and, if
necessary, repaired by a qualified person.

Conventions

Key inspection points – symbol know all of these points.

= Flags additional background inspection information.

= Balance. The same condition applies on both sides of the
truck. For example, brakes should have the same type of
chambers, brake drums, slack adjusters and fittings on both
sides of an axle or tandem set

Pay particular attention to the word ALERT or NOTE which
contains a special message or reminder.

Also pay particular attention to the word WARNING which is a
safety alert. Detailed safety warnings are used to promote personnel
safety and are denoted by the prefix WARNING. Such warning

statements and procedures shall be followed. A WARNING means FAILURE TO
HEED SUCH PROCEDURES COULD RESULT IN SERIOUS PERSONNEL
INJURY.
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Annual Inspection – or DOT inspection certifies with report or sticker vehicle
meets the least minimum federal safety standards under 49 CFR Part 396.17.

Bill of Lading (BOL) – shipping papers that must be carried by all “for-hire”
carriers.

Cap – short for re-cap or re-treaded tire.

Chock – a tapered block placed at the rear wheels of a vehicle; or secured under
an article of cargo that rolls.

Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.) – means the “codification” of rules and
regulations published in the Federal Register by the executive departments and
agencies of the federal government.

Critical Inspection Areas – components or systems that need to be at a high
level of safety, generally containing no faults.

Daily Vehicle Inspection Report or DVIR – means the written inspection report
completed at the end of the trip, shift or day (One report must be completed in
every 24 hour period).

Dry-steering – turning the steering wheel at a stop, without any linear movement
of the vehicle (moving in the forward or reverse direction), leading to tire damage.

Fault – a defect in need of correction ranging from minor to serious or major.

Hazmat – means Hazardous Materials

Inboard – the “inside” part; the opposite of “outboard.”

Inspection/Inspect - Unless otherwise stated in this guide, this refers to
personnel performing visual examination activities.

‘Inspect to fail’ – means to give a vehicle as thorough an inspection as possible
looking for all of a vehicle’s safety defects or faults under 49 CFR Part 393.

Loose – is defined as any torque below the recommended torque value. For
cargo it refers to unsecured or cargo not banded or unitized.

Maintenance Record - A list of maintenance performed that becomes a
permanent part of the documentation record.
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Outboard – a part on the outside; the opposite of “inboard.”

Record of Duty Status (RODS) – a drivers log of his or her time.

Under ride guard – rear impact guard or ICC bumper, the bumper that is
required on trailers (but not straight trucks).

Visual Inspection - An inspection of component attributes, usually performed
using a checklist, a flashlight, and personal protective equipment (PPE) as
gloves, goggles, and a tire thumper.

Work Control - The process by which all scheduled and unscheduled
maintenance is initiated, prioritized, performed, and documented.
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The following items are of prime interest to the driver when evaluating
the condition of his or her vehicle:

- The braking efficiency and the total braking system
- Suspension and steering components
- The exhaust system
- Tires
- Lights
- Vision systems: Mirrors, windows, wipers
- Warning systems, horns, emergency equipment
- Load Securement including trailer coupling
- Documentation (Paperwork)

Perhaps the last item is really No. 1 because each inspection should
start with a review of the previous DAILY VEHICLE INSPECTION
REPORT (DVIR) per 396.13 which requires a driver to sign off on any
repairs made or not made when specified.

“I CERTIFY I HAVE REVIEWED THE PREVIOUS D.V.I.R.”
Driver Signature

This driver certification is only necessary when faults have been discovered on
the previous trip. A qualified mechanic then signs the report that the repairs have
been made or that the repairs are not necessary. Each time the mechanic signs
the DVIR, the driver must sign off as well.

A company may be fined by the U.S. DOT $1,000 for each DVIR that
is missing or incorrect (missing information, no signature, etc.).

Complete at end of each day
I HAVE EXAMINED THE VEHICLES AS INDICATED INCLUDING THE PARTS AND
ACCESSORIES NOTED.

 Vehicle condition
satisfactory

Defects:

Drivers Signature

DOCUMENT all vehicle faults and safety defects daily on the Daily Vehicle
Inspection Report. Major and serious faults need to be corrected when
discovered - before driving.
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After studying this Safety Inspection section you will learn:

To become familiar with and learn the equipment nomenclature.

To perform a vehicle safety inspection under Parts 392, 393
and 396.

To identify potential or existing equipment or loading faults and
defects.

To identify and assess the nature of a fault and place a priority
on its repair.

To understand that the vehicle(s) being inspected is/are
roadworthy (all system are “GO”) to the limits of the
inspection, when the vehicle(s) leave(s) the yard or depot laden
or unladen.

To document the faults that need to be repaired or monitored.
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► Approach vehicle from a different direction each time
looking for:

• Damage, new damage or “mystery” damage to vehicle,
Check body exterior for accident damage, scratches, dents, rust, etc.

• If the Vehicle is leaning or tilted to one side indicating:
- a flat (80% or less of rated inflation) or underinflated tire
- a broken spring or suspension,
- a shifted load.

• Things around vehicle:
- other vehicles (yard trucks or smaller vehicles)
- low power lines, tree branches, overhead or low

building overhangs,
- people around or under vehicle*

• Fluid puddles under engine area: oil, transmission fluid, etc. ,

• Loose or hanging items under the vehicle.

* A teen was found sleeping under a trailer at a terminal. Persons intoxicated have been
found sleeping under trucks/ trailers or a mechanic may be working on equipment.
___________________________________________________

Body Exterior
a) Check that no body damage has sharp edges or protrusions that could present
a snagging or hazard to people around the exterior of the vehicle.
b) Body panels, rivets, or other components are damaged or corroded to
the point where joint strength or body structural integrity is compromised.
c) Body has rusted through areas on body panels or water leaks

NO-GO: Until repaired: b above; record all other defects.

NOTE: A sufficient repair for item b would be a complete body panel
replacement.
A sufficient repair for item c above would include a patch installed from body
panel to body panel.
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SAFETY PROCEDURES

1. Park the vehicle on a level surface.

2. Block or chock the wheels to keep the vehicle from moving.

3. Key must be in pocket during any inspection for safety.
See 29 C.F.R. 1910.147

Note: When parked for the safety inspection turn front wheels all

the way to the left (without dry-steering or turning the steering

wheel without any vehicle movement) to get a better view of the

engine/steering/suspension/brakes.

OTHER
CHECKS_____________________________________

A.) The U.S.DOT MARKING RULE, Part 390.21 effective July 3,

2002 requires "For-Hire" motor carriers operating in interstate or

foreign commerce to display company name, city and state and

U.S. DOT identification number on both sides of the power unit.

Sign must be readily legible, during daylight hours, from a distance of

50 feet (15.24 meters) while the commercial vehicle is stationary.

________________________________________________

B.) The U.S. DOT number identifies each company and/or its
subsidiaries. Every company operating a commercial vehicle needs
to be registered with the U.S. DOT. States may impound non-
registered vehicles. See www.safersys.org

C.) It is illegal to drive with any
type of non-hazardous
“message” or logo in a
hazardous materials placard
holder.


